
Across 

2. tune with a paraphrased JJ Cale tease-nod to the locals out west 

4. surname of the artist whose well known song was jammed on in the Pittsburgh YEM 

6. number of Phish originals debuted on this tour 

7. halloween show opener only played that one time 

10. a cappella song fittingly played for its lone appearance in a state that includes its name 

11. Page toyed with a ragtime tease in this one twice this tour 

13. cover busted out for FZ in LA 

18. first name of one of two gets during 10.22 encore 

19. city referenced in cover debut encore in that town 

20. length in minutes of the lie Trey tells at the end of numerous first sets 

22. what was questioned to exist in the David Bowie song covered six times this tour 

24. monster jam portmanteau from Seattle 

25. silly and sad lament that garnered a theremin bustout in North Charleston 

27. the band played this city for the first time ever this tour 

29. Trey toy that helped to buoy many of the big jams 

31. song about the other gal, you know, the one from Gamehendge 

33. mostly typical stuff from this oldie but the one in Sacramento has a fun, guest-aided jam 

34. birthday celebrant honored with a raging show and bustout in Seattle 

36. uncle whose song Phish played with a member of the NGDB 

37. first name of Wildwood Weed vocalist 

39. fan-loved Who cover only played once 

41. classic phish tune and one time opener this tour in ‘honor’ of the prevailing weather leading up to 

the show that night 

42. it’s in the heart 

44. storytime tune that waited until the encore of the final show for its only appearance 

45. voraciously alternate song only played once 

46. the type of groove jamming most prevalent on this tour 

47. road song where Page shines brightest 

52. collective term for the bevy of costumed folk on stage in Vegas 

53. the biggest jam of the tour came out of this tune 

54. album covered on Halloween 

57. bustout ditty revolving around 7bps, maybe 7.5bps 

58. phish original that tends to get guest help during halloween shows 

59. the only Syd Barrett penned tune played this tour 

61. the ‘great’ jam that cements the middle of the costume set 

62. now common song busted out for its only 1996 performance in Tallahassee 

63. first name of 'Surrender to the Air' drummer who sat in for Hartford 

64. ABB drummer who joined the fun in the Coral Sky encore 

66. the other guy who played on the 10.22 encore 

67. first name of the gentleman after which the venue where Phish opened this tour is now named 

68. typically numerically referenced song that grew into its own 

70. name of the Arkansas mule that ain’t no fool 

72. Omaha, Vancouver, Auburn Hills, Vegas ones are all goooooooood 

76. thrice played robot death machine song 

77. band for the album from 10.31 

78. half of a pair of songs debuted this tour that have never not appeared together 

79. guest trumpeter's nom de plume 

 

  



Down 

1. there were two fewer versions of this than the vehicle it references 

2. travelogue about a dog with a deep jam in Omaha 

3. Cali venue where McEuen and Apfelbaum sat in 

5. mode of transportation key to the feel of a cool down song played frequently this tour 

6. Billy Breathes acoustic bathroom tune 

8. one of the first songs where the funk took root 

9. old friend of the band who showed up during the “M” set 

12. only Rift tune not played, perhaps because it is on the album twice? 

14. last song before the long drive west 

15. Pittsburgh's version was quite evil 

16. band who helped out with the goings on in Vegas 

17. a cappella tune that closed 2nd sets in half its appearances and got trumpet help once 

18. typically common bluegrass original not played this tour 

20. Jimi cover that closed two 2nd sets and encored three more shows 

21. mimi and dancers aided romp from NYC 

23. first name of the guest percussionist for four shows 

24. rarity busted out in Iowa of all places 

26. locale for a show seemingly impacted by area storms 

28. common song that exists mainly as setlist filler 

30. artist whose party Phish attended while visiting the Twin Cities 

31. nickname of GCH member who played sax in Atlanta 

32. even without it is always nice to hear this one 

33. song in which Fish first implored us to ‘get up offa that thang’ 

34. cover that was an encore in four of five times played 

35. only venue where the band played more than one show 

38. name of the colonel who only gave us one tale this fall 

40. rocker that often borrowed the ending of its younger sibling 

43. opening song of the only third set of the tour 

48. crowd favorite, 2nd set killing romp about animals and aliens 

49. album released the day before tour began 

50. first name of lighting tech who got his props in Omaha 

51. song off of the album released that fall that showed up in the encore the most times 

53. raging cover that seems to always end up in a closer or encore slot 

55. more than one version had In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida flavorings 

56. most common 1st set closer and 2nd most frequently played song of tour 

58. abbrev. of a cappella tune Phish played both in shows and at other events 

60. one of the four versions didn't have megaphone 

61. song from the cover set that has since blossomed into a vehicle 

65. slangy name for the instrument that the “dirty old man” played in St. Louis 

67. twice played lament on dating 

69. our gal 

71. chugging dissonance was the name of the game for this one 

73. artful madness and final track to the cover set 

74. only song from Billy Breathes not played on this tour, or ever for that matter... 

75. Lake Placid had the first of the numerous jams this song birthed this tour 

77. no other song was played more than this tune that has had several names 

 


